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Abstract. The identification of automated activitiy in social media,
specifically the detection of social bots, has become one of the major tasks
within the field of social media computation. Recently published classi-
fication algorithms and frameworks focus on the identification of single
bot accounts. Within different Twitter experiments, we show that these
classifiers can be bypassed by hybrid approaches, which on a first glance
may motivate further research for more sophisticated techniques. How-
ever, we pose the question, whether the detection of single bot accounts
is a necessary condition for identifying malicious, strategic attacks on
public opinion. Or is it more productive to concentrate on detecting
strategies?
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1 Introduction

Automation in social media has received enormous attention in scientific and
public discussions. Scientific papers [1–5] up to newspapers [6–9] – recently also
in Germany [10,11] – report on the threats posed by automated accounts as well
as on the identification of automated profiles during election campaigns like the
Brexit vote [12] or the last US Presidential election [13]. Specifically the term
“Social Bot” stands synonym for malicious activities, which aim for manipula-
tion of public opinion or even elections. Consequently and rather straightforward,
science focuses on mechanisms to detect these automated profiles based on their
individual behavior. Besides descriptive observation techniques, a plethora of
automated techniques are available to identify social bots, ranging from machine
learning approaches to very simple activity indicators. Basic approaches [14]
merely analyze the frequency of an account’s activity (a social bot is postu-
lated, if an activity threshold is passed), sophisticated approaches try to identify
behavioral patterns of automated accounts. Probably the most well-known app-
roach of the latter class is the Botometer (formerly known as BotOrNot) service
provided by the Indiana University [5,15].

All approaches, simple up to complex, follow rules that usually describe fully
automated behavior of social media accounts. If a human partly or temporarily
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manages an account, the indicators as well as the trained (machine learning)
models become vague and imprecise in their detection performance. Especially
for machine learning approaches, another problem occurs: trained with lim-
ited (and manually gathered) ground truth, these methods specialize to detect
exposed behavioral and metadata patterns for a given set of accounts within a
fixed time interval. Due to high dynamics and changing usage of social media
accounts, exposed patterns of these profiles may change also rapidly. This leads
to varying accuracy of the trained detection mechanisms and eventually, the (at
least temporary) inability to detect before-known social bot accounts.

To empirically support our argument, we first conduct two experiments to
highlight the volatility of social bot detection mechanisms under changing usage
patterns for social media accounts. Exemplarily, we concentrate on Botometer as
the most prominent and rather advanced detection technique. In a first experi-
ment, we construct fully automated social bots, which can be easily detected
by simple indicators and Botometer alike, and successively integrate human
behavior. During the bots’ activity, we analyze the detection performance of
Botometer over time. In a second experiment, we implement a set of 30 social
bots that actively befriend to Twitter users and expose human like behavior.
After a month of constant and fully automated behavior the small bot net starts
massive action to promote a topic. Here, we also track the detection performance
of Botometer.

Starting from these experimental insights and the discussion of current detec-
tion techniques, we pose the principal question, how detection mechanisms for
social bots contribute to the prevention of manipulation or propaganda via social
media. We propose a shift of perspective from detecting simple account prop-
erties towards identifying coordinated strategies, i.e., orchestrated activities of
multiple (automated, semi-automated or human-steered) accounts. This shift
from the micro-level of social bot detection to the macro-level of strategy detec-
tion is a by far greater challenge to research, but certainly of greater importance.

This work is structured as follows: The next section highlights some estab-
lished and current developments in social bot detection and proposes a taxon-
omy that identifies two main overall streams of methodology: inferential and
descriptive analysis. Thereafter, an experimental study on Botometer as current
inferential detection mechanism is presented. Based on this, we pose the princi-
ple question, whether detecting automation patterns in single accounts is helpful
after all. Based on two case studies on campaigns observed during the German
general election in September 2017, we propose a change of perspective towards
detecting orchestrated behavior of actors in social media.

2 Detection of Social Bots

With the “Rise of Social Bots” – this wording is also a reference to one of
the most recent and influential reviews on the topic [5] – research tackled the
detection of automated social media profiles. Early social bot realizations and
also many current implementations are simple and merely focused on content
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amplification. Consequently, detection approaches for this type of bots monitor
the activities of suspicious accounts and set (usually rather arbitrary) thresholds
for defining accounts as social bots. Interestingly, a lot of current research is still
based on these methods [13,14].

Current social bot implementations are far more sophisticated. Accounts are
created to resemble human accounts and social bots mimic human behavior on
the meta data level, i.e., they automatically vary their activity profile, follow a
day-night-cycle or befriend and even communicate (in a simple manner) with
other accounts. Although there are limits in intelligent interaction [16], with the
before mentioned rudimentary techniques, social bots are not detectable any-
more. Even human observers may be deluded by these obfuscation techniques.
Sophisticated automatic detection mechanisms however, can analyze multiple
aspects of the meta data over time and are (sometimes) able to find suspicious
patterns in behavior for classifying accounts. Others analyze the behavior of
many accounts over time with respect to predefined indicators. Thus, in con-
trast to Ferrara et al. [5], we divide the current detection techniques in only two
classes.

2.1 Inferential Approaches

The first class of detection approaches is based on the analysis of data from
account activities in social media and tries to infer representative patterns for
social bot behavior. Sometimes, methods of machine learning are applied to auto-
matically deduce features and rule sets. Those rule sets are then used on not yet
classified accounts to get some rating. An early detection mechanism contained
in this class is not based on machine learning but manually defines rules for
befriending behavior of social bots [17]. Yang et al. [18] also use feature extrac-
tion techniques from representative behavioral features of human and robotic
accounts in the RenRen network to identify meaningful discrepancies of both
classes. Based on this, an online sybil detection system for automated accounts
is implemented. Another method by Clark et al. [19] tries to identify automated
activity on Twitter by focussing on language analysis. The approach identifies
natural (human) language patterns to indirectly distill automated produced con-
tent. The currently most popular approach for classifying single Twitter accounts
is the Botometer (formerly known as BotOrNot) web service1 provided by the
Indiana University [15,20]. Based on more than 1,000 features used in a random
forest classifier, a given Twitter account is analyzed and rated in an interval of
0 (human) and 1 (social bot). This rating can be interpreted as probability for
the specific account for being a social bot (or not).

Overall, inference-based methods implicitly assume underlying common char-
acteristics of social bot behavior that need to be explored and described by
fixed rule sets. To generate these rules, an annotated data set (ground truth)
is needed to extract representative features for human and social bot behavior.

1 https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu.

https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu
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All approaches focus on classifying single user accounts in social networks to
detect the type of actor (human or machine) behind the curtain.

2.2 Descriptive Approaches

Different from inferential approaches, the second class of descriptive approaches
comprises usually manual observations of specific campaigns in social networks.
Examples of such case studies are the detection of a Ukrainian bot net by
Hegelich and Janetzko [21]. The authors analyze a large dataset of Twitter posts
and metadata by applying frequency indicators and clustering methods. From
these insights, they extract evidence for a large bot net that was active during the
Ukrainian revolution in 2014. In the same way, using tools from descriptive data
analysis, Eccheverria and Zhou [22] identified a large social bot network, which
posted Star Wars quotations – probably just to age the Twitter accounts for later
use in campaigns. An early clustering approach by Cao et al. [23] for detecting
similar behavior in accounts can also be considered as descriptive method. The
authors provide a so-called SynchroTrap, which detects loosely synchronized
actions of accounts in the context of campaigns. The basic assumption is, that
a campaign needs a central, thus synchronized activity of multiple social bot
accounts.

A major advantage of the descriptive approaches is their openness towards
new and yet unknown strategies. However, they demand an (usually a-posteriori)
identification of campaigns. Even in current approaches, it is necessary to inte-
grate human intelligence for the selection of indicators as well as for the inter-
pretation of results. Once a campaign is identified, actors can be investigated
and bots can be separated from human accounts.

2.3 A Comment on both Classes

The approaches of the defined classes differ in their perspective on social bot
detection. The inferential perspective assumes universal patterns to be iden-
tified for social bots. The descriptive perspective works case-based and tries to
identify social bots from a group of accounts that participate in an observed cam-
paign. Although all approaches have the same goal, the descriptive approaches
are inherently context-related. The initial restriction on a topic or campaign
indirectly restricts the amount of accounts that has to be considered for detect-
ing social bots. Still, the approaches of the inferential class are predominant in
literature and current discussion. They work in a rather context-free manner by
identifying bot characteristics for single accounts. On the one hand, this can be of
advantage, as these methods are directly applicable to social media accounts. On
the other hand, the missing context implies the absence of important indications
that could support or falsify the detection result. In the following section, we
investigate this ambivalence for the most commonly used indicator Botometer.
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3 Experiments

To get first insights into the performance of current bot detection mechanisms,
we conducted several Twitter-based experiments. Therefore we used fully auto-
mated and hybrid bot approaches to check, whether those mechanisms are capa-
ble to appropriately identify bots. The bot types used in the following exper-
iments are motivated by a taxonomy published by Grimme et al. [16]. They
assume three classes of bots ranging from simple automation (for broadcasting
and multiplication of content) via human-like acting bots (possibly also contain-
ing a hybrid component) to intelligent acting (and content producing) bots. To
show that current bot detection mechanisms struggle to appropriately identify
social bots, we restrict ourselves to the first two classes. For the third class no
productive realization is known yet.

3.1 Experimental Setup

The different experiments are based on a propitiatory social bot framework, that
is capable of realizing the before mentioned simple and hybrid bot types of the
taxonomy introduced in [16]. Figure 1 visualizes the three core components of
the proposed framework: Account, Bot, and Human. The account component
depends on the underlying social media platform. The remaining components of
the framework do not explicitly focus on a specific platform and can be regarded
in a more abstract way. The account can be accessed and interacted with, by
either the fully automated bot component via an application programming inter-
face (API) or by the human via a web/mobile client. It has to be emphasized
that the functionality that can be realized by the automated bot component
mainly depends on the provided functionalities of the platform’s API. In case of
the Twitter platform, the API provides full access to all functionalities that can
be used within the web-frontend. Therefore all natural account interactions can
be mimicked by the bot component.

The used framework can be adjusted in two different dimensions. The
hybridization dimension specifies to what extend the bot component, and the
human component should interact with the social media platform account.
Figure 1 displays an equal share of bot and human interaction.

The steering/orchestration dimension adjusts the proportion of the individ-
ual components. The bot component may consist of different automation mech-
anisms. A rather simple functionality would be the repetitive multiplication of
social media posts (retweeting). Hence this scenario indicates a small steering
share for the bot component. For a higher bot steering factor, we could add a
day-night-cycle or automated and intelligent following mechanisms. The human
component can also be vertically adjusted. Within a simple scenario, human
interaction could be reduced to a minimum, such as specifying which kind of
content should be promoted or retweeted. In contrast, a prominent human inter-
action scenario would realize an automated spreading of original but predefined
postings. In such a case the social bot needs a variety of tweets as input, which
have to be manually created and curated by humans.
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Fig. 1. Conceptual bot framework.

Within our experiments, we utilize the Botometer service to analyze the
scores for different Twitter accounts [15]. Botometer is a classification system
which determines the probability for a given Twitter account being a social
bot. Applying supervised learning techniques such as random forests, the system
learns a classifier by using 1,000 different account related features. Those features
are divided into six different categories: user, friends, network, content, timing,
and sentiment. For each category the learning algorithm predicts a bot likelihood.
Additionally, an aggregated bot score that considers all available features is
provided by the service.

3.2 Pre-experiment: Botometer

The first experiment aims for the analysis of Botometer scores of bot-accounts
which expose different behavior over time. Furthermore, we want to examine
whether and to which extend human interaction in terms of hybridization is
able to bias the assessment of the Botometer scores. Therefore, the experiment
is divided into three phases:

Phase 1: At the beginning three different bot accounts are started with new
and empty profiles. Each bot account follows a simple retweeting strategy.
In this case the bots retweet posts containing the hashtag #bitcoin without
adding additional texts or comments. Therefore, candidate tweets related to
the hashtag #bitcoin are picked via the Twitter streaming API. Each bot
retweets random posts from the candidate list. Furthermore, the bots follow
no day-night-cycle. Their retweet actions are strictly set to specific points in
time. Additionally, we set the bot activity to 50 retweets per day. All these
regular and simple settings ensure, that a clearly automated basic behavior
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Fig. 2. Conceptual view of the Botometer experiment, divided in three phases of
behavior.

is exposed by the accounts. We expect Botometer to detect these accounts
as social bots with >0.5 probability. Apart from setting up the bot scripts,
there is no human interaction in the first phase of the experiment. Using this
fully automated configuration, which is schematically shown in Fig. 2(a), the
bots ran for two weeks.

Phase 2: After the initial fully automated phase, two of the three bots are
manually curated (starting February 5th). Manual interaction is, for exam-
ple, tweeting, retweeting, liking of posts related to current incidents, like dis-
cussions about soccer games, the weather, or TV series. The manual human
intervention follows a typical daily-life structure. An exemplary activity pat-
tern is manual interaction in the morning, at lunch time, and in the evening.
With human intervention, the bots do up to ten “human actions” per day,
in addition to their basic retweet-strategy. As shown in Fig. 2(b) the two
accounts are controlled in a hybrid way now. The human intervention is also
part of the hybridization-axis, since the human-controlled actions are done
directly through the web interface of the account. Using this configuration
the bots run two additional weeks. As a baseline, the third bot still follows
the simple retweet-strategy, described in Phase 1.

Phase 3: After two weeks, the human intervention is stopped, and the bot
behavior changes back to the configuration of Phase 1, refer to Fig. 2(c).

At each phase of the experiment the Botometer score of the bots is calculated
on a hourly basis.

Figure 3 shows the development of the Botometer scores of the three bots
during the four weeks of the experiment. To display the score per day, the mean
of the hourly scores is calculated. Additionally, a regression line for each bot has
been computed, in order to analyze the trend of the account classification.

For all social bots, the Botometer score of the simple retweeting phase 1
converges to a score of 0.5. A score of 1.0 in this case means that the account is
most certainly controlled by a bot, where a score of 0.0 means, that the account
apparently only contains human-steered interactions. The authors of Botometer
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state, that a score around 0.5 enables to no precise statement, whether the
account is steered by a human, or a bot [15]. Hence the behavior of the Botometer
measurement for our simple bots is astonishing. Obviously, already the very
simple and regular implementation of activity leads to the inability to classify
the accounts. At the same time, we find that the start of phase 2 shows no change
of the score development. With some inter-bot variance, the overall Botometer
score converges to a range of 0.3 to 0.5 at the end of the experiment. To get
more information on the effects on our hybrid interaction, we take a deeper look
at the sub-scores of Botometer. Exemplary, the development for three of the five
sub-scores is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Botometer scores over time, including trends. Top left: overall score; top right:
user score; bottom left: timing score; bottom right: content-related score.

Considering the user sub-score, it is obvious, that the start of human inter-
vention on February 5th leads to a strong decrease of the scores for the hybrid
bots. The score of the fully automated account never drops below 0.5. After
February 19th – the end of human intervention – the user scores of the two
hybrid bots increase again. Amongst other features the user sub-score takes
into account the features “number of tweets/retweets/mentions/replies (per hour
and total)” [15]. Certainly, these features change significantly during the human
intervention in Phase 2. Another feature, which may lead to a decrease of all the
accounts, is the continuously changing “age of the account”.

An even more obvious change of the score range in phase 2, is noticeable in
the Timing sub-score. This score is based on calculation of time ranges between
two consecutive tweets/retweets/mentions. The human intervention in phase 2
massively improves the scores of the hybrid bots. The timing sub-score dropped
under 0.4, whereas the value of the fully automated account ranges about 0.5.
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Within the third phase of the experiment, the scores of the hybrid bots decrease
even further and reach a score range of around 0.3 to 0.2. This might be caused
by the change in tweeting activity at the transition from phase 2 to phase 3.

Analyzing the sub-score Content indicates that the human intervention seems
to have almost no impact on the features of this score. Within all phases of the
experiment, the mean of the three values ranges between 0.7 and 0.4. Since the
content is changed from merely retweeting bitcoin tweets to original text post,
pictures, etc., this behavior is surprising. An explanation of this behavior could
be the fact, that Botometer is trained on English profiles and content. The bots
tweeted mainly in German, so the available detection patterns are possibly not
able to properly classify the content.

The sub-scores Friends and Networking (not shown here) have no impact
on the overall-score as well. This might be due to the fact that the human
intervention was limited on posting activities. No network activities have been
done, neither by the automated nor by the human influenced account. The sub-
score Sentiment, is – like the sub-score content – composed of different text-based
features. Furthermore, there is no observable difference between the scores of the
automated and the hybrid accounts. This might again be, due to the fact that
the algorithm is trained on English data.

3.3 A Social-Bot-Driven Campaign

The second experiment has been conducted between January 5 and February
5 in 2018. Within this study we investigate the impact of a coordinated strategy
to push a predefined hashtag or topic, respectively. The main goal is to check,
if bot accounts that are part of the attack, can be detected by the Botometer
service and whether our attack is able to actually trigger a new trend on the
twitter platform. In order to conduct the experiment we constructed a hashtag
that should encourage users to actively join the twitter conversation. To ensure
user’s participation, we tried to gamify the whole setting: using the hashtag
#songmoji, Twitter users are asked to post titles of different songs, only by
relying on emoticons. Figure 5 shows an exemplary songmoji which was prepared
in advance of our study. The complete experiment was conducted in two different
phases, namely

1. building a follower network and
2. pushing the predefined hashtag by spreading tweets through the network.

Figure 4 visualizes both phases within the conceptual view of our proposed bot
framework.

For the first phase,we created 30 distinct twitter accounts, each of themconsist-
ing of different meta-data such as profile image, hobbies and user location. Within
a period of 28 days, all bot accounts automatically increased their reach by follow-
ing twitter accountswhich tweetedaboutdifferentpredefined topics.We focusedon
trending German hashtags, since the experiment was aimed to a German audience.
It should be emphasized that during the first phase, the accounts only retweeted
content. None of the accounts actively tweeted any original content.
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Fig. 4. Conceptual view of the campaign experiment.

In preparation to the second phase, a set of 120 unique #songmoji tweets
was manually created. This pool of original tweets was used by the social bots
to massively spread the hashtag through their follower network. Additionally, all
bots automatically liked tweets published by users which adapted the #song-
moji hashtag. Furthermore our bots retweeted #songmoji tweets, which were
posted by other users. In order to avoid that our bots would be banned by Twit-
ter, because of content spamming, we restricted the actual tweet and retweet
frequency to a high but human achievable number of 75 posts per day.

Within Fig. 6 the average Botometer scores of all 30 bots over the experimen-
tal duration (until the accounts were suspended by Twitter) are visualized. For
almost all scores, there is a significant drop, starting at the beginning of the sec-
ond phase. Especially the average user score drops to a minimum of 0.25. This
drop can be explained by the fact that within the second phase, the bots ini-
tially started to spread the original tweets that were manually created beforehand.

Fig. 5. Example of a predefined “Songmoji”.
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Due to the fact that Botometer’s user feature measures, amongst other, the num-
ber of tweets and retweets of an account, it is not a surprising result that this score
drops most. We also observed that at the beginning of the second phase, many
users, which showed the willingness to participate at our emoticon game, followed
our bot account. Hence, we can also explain the drop of Botometer’s Friend and
Network score. All in all, we see that an automated, coordinated strategy, exe-
cuted by more or less simple but orchestrated bot programs cannot be detected
by the Botometer service at an individual account level.
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Fig. 6. Average bot scores over time including all average sub-scores.

Although the results indicate that the Botometer service was not able to
individually classify our bot accounts correctly, all of them were suspended by
Twitter after two days of spreading the hashtag. In our case it was not the Twit-
ter platform itself that detected the bots, but other Twitter users. In contrast to
individually analyzing each bot and its actions, the participating users noticed
the aggressive behavior of the bot net, e.g., that all of their #songmoji tweets
were instantly liked by several bot accounts. Some users reported the accounts
to Twitter, which resulted in a ban of the accounts to temporarily prevent them
from tweeting. An exemplary user reaction leading to the ban can be seen in
Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Detection of our bot army by a user (translated from German, anonymized).

4 On the Importance of Strategy Detection

The previously presented experiments on detection approaches for social bots
suggest two main conclusions:

1. Although there are tools available, which base on state-of-the-art pattern
recognition, their detection quality is depending on previously learned pat-
terns. Obviously, it is easy to create social bots that bypass these patterns
in a largely automated fashion. When human interaction is combined with
automatic behavior, profiles cannot reliably be classified anymore by these
approaches.

2. Human analytic capabilities are in principal able to detect social bot behav-
ior, as our second experiment demonstrated. The humans, however, do not
only focus on specific patterns in single account behavior (micro level). They
observe macro effects of multiple automated agents as unusual behavior and
sort out the actors participating in a campaign.

While the first conclusion may motivate further research to find even more
sophisticated approaches for social bot detection, the second conclusion certainly
challenges the current way of social bot detection. Current social bot detection
is merely the identification of possible vehicles for information or disinformation
in social media. Manipulation or propaganda, however, is the result of applying
complex strategies or campaigns in and between social media channels as well as
in the “real world”. Therein multiple types of content may be used by multiple
types of users and groups over long or short periods of time. Often, social media
campaigns are accompanied by information and campaigns outside social media.

Considering all this, we wonder: Is it necessary to know a single social bot
account, and how do we identify specific threats or strategic attacks to public
opinion? And even more pointed: Does it really matter, what kind of actor –
human or social bot – is part of a malicious campaign?

Here, we demonstrate our argument with two identified orchestrated cam-
paigns during the German governmental election in September 2017. With the
help of multiple indicators, their combination, and the integration of human
intelligence, we identified and verified two coordinated (luckily unsuccessful)
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manipulative attacks. We find that it is of minor importance, whether the par-
ticipating accounts are automated or not; the challenging task is to identify the
orchestrated behavior of accounts.

4.1 Case 1: A Troll Attack to the TV Debate of Candidates

In this case study, we present a short summary of an analysis of Twitter usage
by troll accounts during the TV debate between the German chancellor Angela
Merkel and her contender Martin Schulz (social democrats), with an emphasis
on detecting organized communication.

As data source we use German language tweets from the Twitter Gardenhose
stream (1% sample) and from the Decahose stream (a fair 10% sample of all
tweets), which contain topic-related hash tags (for details refer to [24]). For this
case study, we gathered data between 6:00 pm and 11:59 am on September 3,
2017, resulting in 111,317 tweets.
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Fig. 8. Important indicators for the first case-study. The figure on the left hand side
shows a time series of the activities during the TV debate. The figure on the right hand
side shows the proportion of new and old accounts active for two hashtags.

In contrast to existing studies, we employ multiple indicators, some of which
are the tweet/retweet relation, the age of twitter accounts, trending hashtag
frequency and time series for a descriptive analysis. As a first result, we find
that a very high number of new accounts simultaneously tried to push the new
hashtag #verräterduell (traitor duel) by combining it with the already exist-
ing (and during the TV debate trending) hashtags #kanzlerduell (chancellor
duel). The accounts are younger than one month and have mostly been used
for retweeting existing content (without commenting it), to a fraction of 79%.
Figure 8 (right) shows the disproportionately high amount of young accounts for
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the hashtag #kanzlerduell compared to the major hashtag #tvduell for the con-
sidered observation. Additionally, Fig. 8 (left) gives an impression of the devel-
opment of several hashtags over time. The campaign is visible as a small activity
peak at the beginning of the overall activity peak on Twitter just before the TV
debate started.

We presume that what we have documented, was an attempt of an orches-
trated attack by human-steered accounts on Twitter that tried to establish a
pejorative hashtag hooked onto a neutral one by means of about 380 Twitter
accounts, many of which have been established just for being used for this or
similar purposes during the election phase. Interestingly, our findings are con-
firmed by an investigative BuzzFeed publication that refers to an inside report
of chat groups that planned to push the mentioned hashtags [25].

4.2 Case 2: A Social Bot Campaign During the German General
Election

The second analysis was also performed in the context of the German general
election and focuses on the activity of social bots, which distribute advertisement
for programmatic details of a (small) German party (Freie Wähler). Although the
distribution of political advertisement is ethically unproblematic in principal, the
respective party proclaimed not to use social bots for campaigns and demanded
the flagging of automated profiles in social networks.
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Fig. 9. Most active user accounts for #freiewaehler
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German language tweets containing general-election-related hashtags were
taken from the Twitter Gardenhose (1% sample) and Decahose (fair 10% sample)
streams starting at September 10, 2017 until September 25, 2017 (one day after
the election), resulting in about 5.5 million tweets.
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Fig. 10. Number of tweets for #freiewaehler over time.

The indicators in Figs. 9 and 10 expose clear patterns of automated behavior.
The first indicator simply measures the overall activities for the 20 most active
accounts. Interestingly, at least the eighteen most active accounts expose very
similar activity behavior. Additional proof of automated actions is provided by
the activity time series. We notice a regular drop of activity to almost zero
activity at 3:00 am every night. This is caused by a standard network reset
procedure at this time. Note, that the use of social bots in this context was later
confirmed by the responsible candidate of the respective party – after he was
confronted with our findings.

5 Discussion and Future Directions

The cases shown above highlight campaigns, which were conducted in two extreme
ways. One used almost certainly only human actors (trolls). The other one applied
social bots to spread content. Both campaigns, however, were centrally coordi-
nated and followed a specific goal, namely spreading ideological content on Twitter
to reach a larger audience. In that process, the vehicles for content distribution –
humans or bots – are only of secondary interest. The foremost challenge is to iden-
tify the strategy as such. This would have not been possible by analyzing arbitrary
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user accounts using current detection techniques. With a lot of luck, we would have
found some of the very simple bots applied in case 2. The first campaign – promoted
by humans – would have been undiscovered. After discovering the campaigns how-
ever, we were able to perform a detailed and forensic analysis of the contributing
accounts, classifying them as troll or automated accounts, and even finding the
responsible actors behind the campaigns.

Therefore we strongly suggest a shift of perspective in current bot detection.
As inherently included (but not strictly pursued) by the descriptive approaches
and partly addressed by a very recent work of Varol et al. [26], we believe that
automated strategy and campaign detection is of major importance for defending
against malicious attacks of social bots and human actors alike.

The scientific challenges are to identify patterns in campaigns and attacks
rather than in behavior of single actors. This certainly requires – apart from
longitudinal observations (time dimension) – to consider data from multiple
social media/online platforms (spatial dimension). In the end, this can provide
methods, which are able to deal with human-driven, fully automated as well as
hybrid campaigns and attacks in cyberspace.
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